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Problem: 
Why do my CMOS Setup parameters revert to the default values? 

Background: 
At boot, the BIOS performs a series of data integrity checks on the CMOS RAM contents to 
determine if the data was corrupted. If the BIOS discovers a bad checksum or other error 
conditions, the default parameters are loaded. 

Possible reasons for data corruption of CMOS RAM parameters include: 

 Battery voltage below 3.20V for a 3.50V battery or below 2.50V for a 3.0V battery (old or 
defective battery, board contamination, resting the battery terminals on a conductive 
surface), or missing battery 

 Software directly accessing CMOS RAM using I/O ports 70h and 71h without updating 
the checksum value  

 Strong electromagnetic or radiation fields 
 Electrostatic discharge  
 Defective CMOS RAM chip (bad RAM cells, excessive drain on battery)  
 Damaged solder joints (cold joints, cracked joints, and so on)  
 Defective jumper on the pins that select normal CMOS RAM operation  

Custom CMOS Setup Parameters 
Some VersaLogic CPU boards offer the option of writing custom CMOS Setup parameters to 
the on-board flash memory chip, to be used as defaults in case the CMOS RAM image is 
corrupted. Saving custom CMOS defaults is accomplished via an option on the CMOS Setup 
main menu (either Write CMOS to defaults or Save CMOS as custom defaults) or via the 
Flash BIOS Update utility (FBU), depending on the CPU board model. If the BIOS encounters a 
condition that causes it to load default CMOS parameters, it will look for a Flash image first. 
(See KnowledgeBase article VT1404 for information on which CPU boards support this feature.) 

About Batteries 
On many VersaLogic CPU boards, the BIOS checks the strength of the CMOS battery upon 
reset by checking bit 7 of port 0Dh of the RTC. If the bit is low, indicating a low battery voltage, 
the BIOS resets CMOS data to factory defaults. If a battery is not installed, the test will yield a 
low bit setting and CMOS will be reset to factory default settings. 

The batteries that power the CMOS chip are designed to last about five years in a powered-
down condition. Any shortening of this lifespan is usually caused by excessive drain on the 
battery. This can be attributed to chemical contamination on the surface of the printed circuit 
board (during the manufacturing process or from a contaminant landing on the board after it is 
placed into service), or it can be caused by improper handling of the board. For example, a 
board placed on an overly conductive surface (or packing material) can cause premature battery 
drain. Battery drain is minimized in systems that are powered on. Systems that are left in a 
powered off state are more susceptible to this problem. 

How the BIOS Loads CMOS Setup Values: 
The following flowchart depicts the typical process by which the BIOS loads CMOS settings. Not 
all VersaLogic CPU boards follow every step in this process, but the logic is similar across all 
platforms. 

http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1404
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When your system boots, the BIOS examines the contents of CMOS RAM for corruption by 
performing three different checks. If any of the checks fails, the BIOS loads the default CMOS 
parameters. 

1. Data Integrity Check – The result of a checksum calculation on the CMOS RAM 
contents must match the stored checksum value.  

2. Version Match – The CMOS RAM contents version must match the currently running 
BIOS version.  

3. Master/Runtime State Check – The CMOS image master/runtime state must match 
that of the currently running BIOS version. 

The BIOS overwrites CMOS RAM from a ROM or Flash image. The choice depends on whether 
the BIOS detects a valid flash image using the following checks: 

1. Valid Signature – The first 16 bytes of the image need to be:  
 
    43 55 53 54 4F 4D 42 49 4F 53 20 20 20 20 20 20 CUSTOMBIOS...... 

2. Version Match – The Flash image version must match the currently running BIOS 
version.  

If both checks pass, the Flash image overwrites CMOS RAM and the system is rebooted. If 
either of these checks fails, the ROM image (factory default parameters) overwrites CMOS RAM 
and the system is rebooted.      ### 


